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Abstract
Neural network models of memory are notorious for catastrophic interfer-
ence: old items are forgotten as new items are memorized (e.g., French,
1999; McCloskey & Cohen, 1989). While Working Memory (WM) in human
adults shows severe capacity limitations, these capacity limitations do not
reflect neural-network style catastrophic interference. However, our ability
to quickly apprehend the numerosity of small sets of objects (i.e., subitiz-
ing) does show catastrophic capacity limitations, and this subitizing capac-
ity and WM might reflect a common capacity. Accordingly, computational
investigations (Knops, Piazza, Sengupta, Eger, & Melcher, 2014; Sengupta,
Surampudi, & Melcher, 2014) suggest that mutual inhibition among neurons
can explain both kinds of capacity limitations as well as why our ability to
estimate the numerosity of larger sets is limited according to a Weber ratio
signature. Based on simulations with a saliency map-like network and math-
ematical proofs, we provide three results. First, mutual inhibition among
neurons leads to catastrophic interference when items are presented simul-
taneously. The network can remember a limited number of items, but when
more items are presented, the network forgets all of them. Second, if mem-
ory items are presented sequentially rather than simultaneously, the network
remembers the most recent items rather than forgetting all of them. Hence,
the tendency in WM tasks to sequentially attend even to simultaneously pre-
sented items might not only reflect attentional limitations, but an adaptive
strategy to avoid catastrophic interference. Third, the mean activation level
in the network can be used to estimate the number of items in small sets,
but does not accurately reflect the number of items in larger sets. Rather,
we suggest that the Weber ratio signature of large number discrimination
emerges naturally from the interaction between the limited precision of a
numeric estimation system and a multiplicative gain control mechanism.
Keywords: Working memory; Interference; Temporary Memory; Memory
Capacity
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Introduction
Artificial neural network models are notorious for being susceptible to catastrophic in-
terference: new information can completely wipe out earlier information (e.g., French, 1999;
Kirkpatrick et al., 2017; Masse, Grant, & Freedman, 2018; McCloskey & Cohen, 1989; Rat-
cliff, 1990). This property is widely seen as problematic if these models are meant to be
models of human memory and learning performance (e.g., French, 1999; McCloskey & Co-
hen, 1989), and different authors have sought ways to avoid it (e.g., Kirkpatrick et al., 2017;
Kumaran, Hassabis, & McClelland, 2016; Masse et al., 2018; McClelland, McNaughton, &
O’Reilly, 1995).
However, at least in infancy, some cognitive abilities such as number processing do
show catastrophic performance limitations. For example, while infants reliably choose three
over one food items, they are unable to choose between four and one food item; the most
common explanation is that the number system used to process small numbers up to three is
incompatible with the system used to process large numbers beyond three (e.g., Feigenson,
Carey, & Hauser, 2002; Feigenson & Carey, 2005; Zosh & Feigenson, 2015). Further, in line
with long-standing theorizing that our cognitive abilities might suffer from a general capacity
limit (e.g., Miller, 1956; Cowan, 2005), this small number system might be related or even
identical to Working Memory (Cowan, 2005; Piazza, Fumarola, Chinello, & Melcher, 2011),
which also has important capacity limitations (e.g., Cowan, 2005; Fukuda, Vogel, Mayr,
& Awh, 2010; Luck & Vogel, 1997; Vogel, Woodman, & Luck, 2001). If so, catastrophic
interference might be a plausible occurrence in humans at least under some conditions and
at least for some mechanisms.1
1While Working Memory limitations are less catastrophic in adults than in infants, this does not neces-
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In line with the view that Working Memory and small number processing rely on a
common system, Sengupta et al. (2014) and Knops et al. (2014) recently proposed a neural
network model based on a saliency map that, according to these authors, simultaneously
accounts not only for Working Memory capacity limitations and small number processing,
but also for the processing of numbers that go beyond the limitations of the small number
system.
Here, we reanalyze the model, and show that it leads to catastrophic interference
when remembering items (albeit, as we will argue below, for a different reason than earlier
reports of catastrophic interference). Critically, we also show that a very simple and psy-
chologically interpretable change avoids this type of catastrophic interference: presenting
items sequentially rather than simultaneously.
To preview our results, we conclude that a saliency-map-like network is a plausible
mechanisms for small number processing, in line with earlier suggestions that the small
number system is really an attentional system (e.g., Feigenson et al., 2002; Feigenson &
Carey, 2003; Piazza et al., 2011; Trick & Pylyshyn, 1994). However, other mechanisms are
likely needed to keep track of numbers beyond the limits of the small number system, again
in line with proposals suggesting that small and large numbers are processed by separable
mechanisms (e.g., Feigenson, Dehaene, & Spelke, 2004; Izard & Dehaene, 2008; Revkin,
sarily reflect memory per se as opposed to auxiliary mechanisms that also show important developmental
differences and that are critical for memory, including rehearsal, memory strategies, speed of processing,
goal maintenance and so forth. For example, if the general processing speed is faster in adults than in
infants (e.g., Keating & Bobbitt, 1978), adults can (attentionally) cycle more quickly through the memory
representations they need to maintain, which, in turn, allows them to “refresh” the items more efficiently.
In contrast, infants might take more time to switch among representations so that the activation of these
representations might have decayed by the time they return to them. Alternatively, they might also try to
maintain all representations simultaneously, which would then lead to catastrophic interference according to
the model analyzed below. As a result, catastrophic failures in infancy might possibly be a “purer” reflection
of memory processing constraints than the more sophisticated abilities of adults.
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Piazza, Izard, Cohen, & Dehaene, 2008; Trick & Pylyshyn, 1994). In contrast, a saliency-
map-like network is only a plausible model of Working Memory (1) if Working Memory
relies on attentional pointers and (2) if participants attend items sequentially even when
they are presented simultaneously.
Is there a common cognitive capacity limitation for Working Memory and small
number processing?
Our ability to retain (and perhaps process) items over brief periods of time is severely
limited. This Working Memory (WM) capacity is thought to be limited to about four
items (e.g., Miller, 1956; Conway et al., 2005; Cowan, 2001, 2005). However, WM is not
our only capacity limitation. When we see fewer than 3 or 4 objects at a time, we know
immediately and without counting how many objects we face, a phenomenon that has
been called subitizing (e.g., Kaufman & Lord, 1949; Trick & Pylyshyn, 1994). Beyond
this limit, we either have to explicitly and sequentially count the objects, or can estimate
their number only approximately. The precision of these approximate estimates follows a
Weber-law signature and is thus roughly proportional to the quantity the observer tries to
estimate. The system for processing large numbers is thus called the approximate number
system (ANS; e.g., Feigenson et al., 2004; Izard & Dehaene, 2008; Revkin et al., 2008).
Finally, a third capacity limitation is related to how many moving objects we can track
simultaneously in a display (e.g., Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988; Scholl & Pylyshyn, 1999).
Miller (1956) suggested that these capacity limitations might have a common source.
For example, WM, subitizing and parallel individuation might all rely on a system of parallel
attention such as the one proposed by Pylyshyn and Storm (1988) (e.g., Cowan, 2001, 2015;
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Piazza et al., 2011; Trick & Pylyshyn, 1994).2 That is, we might be able to remember only
3 or 4 items, because we might remember them by allocating attention to them, using a
limited attention capacity of 3 or 4 items (Cowan, 1995).
However, recent evidence would seem problematic at least for the most straightforward
versions of such models, because WM-like capacity-limitations in memory arise only under
conditions of strong interference among items (Endress & Potter, 2014; Endress & Siddique,
2016; Sands & Wright, 1980), because some WM tasks show only limited interference with
attentional tasks (e.g., Fougnie & Marois, 2006; Hollingworth & Maxcey-Richard, 2013;
H. Zhang, Xuan, Fu, & Pylyshyn, 2010), and because WM and attention seem to have
different properties (Endress, Korjoukov, & Bonatti, 2017). Accordingly, WM might be
better described as a continuous resource (e.g., Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2004; Bays & Husain,
2008; van den Berg, Shin, Chou, George, & Ma, 2012; Ma, Husain, & Bays, 2014).
On the other hand, Piazza et al. (2011) showed that individual participants’ subitizing
range is correlated with their WM capacity as tested in a change detecting experiment (Luck
& Vogel, 1997), and that a WM task and a subitizing task mutually interfere with each
other when the total number of items is at least 4. However, other investigators did not
find interference between WM load and subitizing performance (Shimomura & Kumada,
2011), and the correlation between WM performance and subitizing performance is not
observed when WM is measured in complex span tasks (Tuholski, Engle, & Baylis, 2001).
The relationship between WM and subitizing thus seems open.
2Trick and Pylyshyn (1994) proposed that pre-attentive spatial pointers (i.e., FINSTs) are used to track
and enumerate objects, and that WM and subitizing do not rely on a common mechanism. More recently,
however, and as discussed below, other authors proposed that subitizing might be linked to WM via attention.
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Can a salience map explain both Working Memory and number processing?
Recently, Sengupta et al. (2014) and Knops et al. (2014) revisited the link between
WM, small number processing (below 3 and 4), and large number processing. They sug-
gested that all three capacity limitations can be explained based on mutual inhibition among
neurons in a saliency map. If so, WM limitations and small number processing would result
from the limitations of an attentional mechanism without requiring a special WM system,
similar to the theoretical proposals discussed above.
Specifically, Sengupta et al. (2014) and Knops et al. (2014) described a network of
neurons coding for the spatial positions of objects. Each neuron excites itself, and inhibits
all other neurons. This architecture reflects a saliency map such as those thought to be
found in the human posterior parietal cortex (e.g., Bays, Singh-Curry, Gorgoraptis, Driver,
& Husain, 2010; Gottlieb, 2007; Roggeman, Fias, & Verguts, 2010).
At the beginning, the network was presented with an input vector coding for the
spatial locations of the memory items. After the presentation of this input vector, the
network was given the opportunity to find a steady-state activation pattern. Importantly,
these authors varied the number of non-zero elements in the input vector, representing
the number of memory items. (Hereafter, we will call this number the set-size or the
numerosity.)
Sengupta et al. (2014) and Knops et al. (2014) hypothesized two main response profiles
shown in Figure 1. First, according to some models of WM, we have only a fixed number
of memory slots (e.g., Cowan, 2001; Luck & Vogel, 1997; Piazza et al., 2011; Rouder et
al., 2008; W. Zhang & Luck, 2008); we can retain items only up to the memory capacity
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and then do not add any more items to memory. Accordingly, the number of remembered
items should increase up to the memory capacity and then plateau; Sengupta et al. (2014)
and Knops et al. (2014) operationalize this prediction by positing that the mean network
activity should increase up to the memory capacity and then plateau (green dashed line in
Figure 1). Second, in an enumeration task, reaction times are relatively constant within
the subitizing range, and then increase linearly with the set-size; Sengupta et al. (2014) and
Knops et al. (2014) predict the same pattern in the mean network activity (red solid line in
Figure 1), though it is not entirely clear why. In fact, we argue below that such a response
profile is more consistent with a system processing large numbers: it is inactivate for small
numbers and then becomes increasingly active as more items are presented.
Sengupta et al. (2014) and Knops et al. (2014) reported simulation results that were
in line with these predictions. With relatively high levels of inhibition, the mean activation
in the network rose up to a set-size of 4, and then remained constant. They suggested that
this network behavior reflects how actual participants behave in WM experiments. Further,
Sengupta et al. (2014) and Knops et al. (2014) reported that, at medium levels of inhibition,
the mean level of activation in the network was relatively constant for up to 3 items; this
pattern of activation thus mirrors the subitizing profile mentioned above. Finally, Knops
et al. (2014) measured brain activity while human adults performed a visual WM task
or a visual number processing task, and suggested that the posterior parietal cortex can
flexibly switch between subserving small-number processing and WM: voxels in the same
brain region showed an enumeration profile in an enumeration task, and a WM profile in a
WM task.
However, it is not clear to what extent these response profiles reflect WM and subitiz-
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Figure 1 . Mean network activation profiles hypothesized by Sengupta et al. (2014) and
Knops et al. (2014). According to a subitizing profile, reaction times (and thus, according
to Sengupta et al. (2014) and Knops et al. (2014), the mean network activation) should
remain constant within the subitizing range, and increase for larger set-sizes. According
to a WM profile, the number of remembered items as well as the mean network activation
should increase within the WM capacity, and then remain constant.
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ing, respectively. With respect to WM, similar response profiles have been reported in
numerous other neuroimaging experiments (see Vogel & Machizawa, 2004, for one of the
earliest demonstrations). Behaviorally, however, both the memory precision and reaction
times deteriorate even within the putative WM capacity (Schneegans & Bays, 2016), and
WM-like response profiles do not necessarily reflect memory slots (Bays, Catalao, & Husain,
2009; Endress & Szabo´, 2017).
With respect to subitizing, if the subitizing mechanism is specifically involved in the
processing of small numerosities, one would expect it to be active for small numerosities,
and not for large numerosities. This expectation contrasts with the subitizing response
profile, where activation is greater for numerosities that are not in the subitizing range. As
a result, this response profile fits better with the processes involved in attentionally and
sequentially “counting” objects beyond the subitizing range. In the subitizing range, these
attentional processes are not required, but they become increasingly necessary as we count
items beyond the subitizing, which, in turn, would fit the activation in the aforementioned
enumeration profile.
This interpretation is in line both with the involvement of the posterior parietal
cortex in attentional tasks, and also with experiments with rhesus macaques, where single
neurons in a putatively homologous region (the lateral intraparietal area) responded to large
numbers beyond the subitizing range (Roitman, Brannon, & Platt, 2007), although large
number processing dissociates from small number processing (e.g., Feigenson & Carey, 2005;
Hauser, Carey, & Hauser, 2000; Izard & Dehaene, 2008; Revkin et al., 2008). It is also in
line with Knops et al.’s (2014) data: they showed that a classifier decoding numerosity
from brain activity performed better for the numerosities 5 and 6 than for the numerosities
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3 and 4, and thus better for numerosities outside the subitizing range. In contrast, other
brain imaging studies in humans found the involvement of other regions in small number
processing (i.e., the temporo-parietal junction; Ansari, Lyons, van Eimeren, & Xu, 2007;
though these differences might reflect the attentional requirements of small vs. large number
processing Burr, Turi, & Anobile, 2010; Gliksman, Weinbach, & Henik, 2016).
Be that as it might, while there is considerable evidence suggesting that WM and
attention might rely on separable mechanisms, there are also important theoretical and
empirical results suggesting a link between WM and (small) number processing — even
though this link was traditionally believed to be via parallel attention.
Catastrophic interference in neural networks
As mentioned above, artificial neural networks are susceptible to catastrophic in-
terference, in the sense that newly learned information can overwrite and wipe out older
information (e.g., French, 1999; Kirkpatrick et al., 2017; Masse et al., 2018; McCloskey &
Cohen, 1989; Ratcliff, 1990). At first sight, this does not seem to apply to Sengupta et
al.’s (2014) and Knops et al.’s (2014) model, because their model does not involve learning.
However, Sengupta et al.’s (2014) and Knops et al.’s (2014) model suffers from a different
type of interference that occurs during processing rather than learning and that arises due
to inhibitory interactions among simultaneously active representations. We note that the
latter view of processing (rather than learning) interference, where existing representations
compete with other representations for accessibility, is critical in psychology, especially for
interference-based theories of Working Memory (e.g., D’Esposito, Postle, Jonides, & Smith,
1999; Endress & Szabo´, 2017; Oberauer & Lin, 2017; Shipstead & Engle, 2013; Nee, Jonides,
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& Berman, 2007). That being said, the behavioral effects of both kinds of interference are
similar in that both involve a competition among items for accessibility. In the case of
learning interference, the competition involves permanently altering the strength of the
representations of some items, or, more likely given that humans have a large memory ca-
pacity for individual items (e.g., Brady, Konkle, Alvarez, & Oliva, 2008; Konkle, Brady,
Alvarez, & Oliva, 2010; Standing, Conezio, & Haber, 1970; Standing, 1973), the strength
of association between these items and relevant retrieval cues; in the case of processing
interference, the interference is between simultaneously activated items, possibly through
some form of lateral inhibition.
Specifically, in Sengupta et al.’s (2014) and Knops et al.’s (2014) model, catastrophic
interference is caused by lateral inhibition among neurons. If a large number of neurons is
externally stimulated, lateral inhibition rapidly drives the network activation to zero after
the offset of the stimulation, at least for high levels of inhibition. This is because the
externally stimulated neurons all exert comparable inhibition on each other, which, in the
absence of further stimulation, leads to a complete extinction of the network activation.
Below, we refer to the learning-related type of interference as learning interference and to
the interference among simultaneously active representations as processing interference.
While catastrophic interference is usually seen as problematic for modeling the mem-
ory performance of actual humans (e.g., French, 1999; Kirkpatrick et al., 2017; Kumaran
et al., 2016; Masse et al., 2018; McClelland et al., 1995; McCloskey & Cohen, 1989), we
will argue below that catastrophic inhibition is a desirable property in the domain of small
number processing (though not for memory processing). Before, however, we will present
the results of our simulations and mathematical analyses.
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A preview of the simulations
We investigate under which conditions mutual inhibition among items in a simple
saliency map-like network provides a plausible model of three aspects of human cognitive
performance: WM, small number processing and large number processing.
Regarding WM, we show that, in line with earlier theoretical analyses (Endress &
Szabo´, 2017), mutual inhibition can — in principle — explain limited WM capacities,
because any kind of interference or inhibition can lead to limited memory capacities (Endress
& Szabo´, 2017). However, we also show that mutual inhibition among neurons yields
plausible memory capacity limitations only under certain conditions. Specifically, when
memory items are presented simultaneously (as in previous simulations), mutual inhibition
has catastrophic effects: items are remembered perfectly up to a critical set-size (that
depends on the strength of inhibition). When more than this critical number of items are
presented, zero items are remembered.
In contrast, when items are presented sequentially one after the other, the network
retains a moving window of the most recent items. To the extent that WM capacity limi-
tations are based on mutual inhibition among items, we suggest that these computational
results might explain why observers encode items one after the other even when they are
presented simultaneously (e.g., Liu & Becker, 2013; Vogel, Woodman, & Luck, 2006; but
see Mance, Becker, & Liu, 2012): Rather than reflecting a limitation of attention, sequential
encoding might be optimal to avoid catastrophic interference (see also Ihssen, Linden, &
Shapiro, 2010, for related results).
Turning to small number processing, we show that the mean activation in the network
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is diagnostic of the number of items, but not of the contents of WM, which, in turn, can
be decoded from the identity of the activated “neurons.” We suggest that the number of
items can be read from the network activation for small numbers of items (provided that the
brain has appropriate read-out mechanisms). Further, and in contrast to the WM results, we
suggest that catastrophic (processing) interference is a desirable property of small number
processing in the light of results from developmental psychology (e.g., Feigenson et al., 2002;
Feigenson & Carey, 2005; Zosh & Feigenson, 2015).
Finally turning to large number processing, we show that, contrary to earlier claims,
the network fails to discriminate larger numbers of items. Rather, we propose that the
Weber-law signature of the approximate number system might have the same origin as
Weber-fraction signatures in other sensory discrimination: multiplicative gain control mech-
anisms (e.g., Priebe & Ferster, 2002; Salinas & Thier, 2000).
Materials and method
We use the same network as Sengupta et al. (2014) and Knops et al. (2014). Specif-
ically, the network consists of 70 fully connected neurons (except in some simulations in
Appendix F, where we use 400 neurons). The activation of each neuron is determined by
decay, self-excitation, inhibition from all other neurons, external input (where applicable),
and noise. Specifically, the ith neuron has an activation xi, whose change is given by
dxi
dt
= x˙ = −λxi + αF (xi)− β
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
F (xj) + Ii + noise, (1)
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where the first term reflects (exponential) decay, the second term self-excitation, the third
term inhibition from all other neurons, the fourth term the external input to neuron i, and
the fifth term Gaussian noise. F (x) is the activation function. The activation functions
we consider are defined in Table 1. Our primary results are based on the rational sigmoid
function F (x) = x/(1+x) used by Sengupta et al. (2014) and Knops et al. (2014). However,
we show in Appendix B that qualitatively similar results are obtained with other activation
functions as long as they are increasing and bounded, with one qualification discussed below.




Rational sigmoid F (x) =
{
x
1+x x ≥ 0
0 x < 0
Threshold
{
1 x > θ




Sigmoid 11+e−x − 12
Linear γx
Recitfied linear unit max(0, x)
differential equation for our simulations:
xi(t+ 1) = xi(t)− λxi(t) + αF (xi(t))− β
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
F (xj(t)) + Ii + noise (2)
We note that the time step has no unit and is thus arbitrary (see Appendix A for a proof).
As shown in Table 2, we use the same parameters as Sengupta et al. (2014) and Knops
et al. (2014). However, given that we confirm our results through mathematical analyses,
different parameter sets would generally yield similar results.
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Table 2
Summary of network parameters and variables. Variables that are “calculated”
are not chosen, but rather calculated during the simulations and analyses.
Symbol Description Value
Free network parameters
N Number of neurons 70 (400 in Appendix F)
α Self-excitation 2.2
β Inhibition .01 (low), .1 (medium), .15 (high)
λ Decay 1
Ii External excitation 1.0
a (active), 0 (inactive)
σnoise Noise standard deviation .03 or 0
Other variables
S Set-size varied in simulations
A Number of active neurons calculated
m,M Minimal, maximal activation calculated
aWhile Sengupta et al. (2014) and Knops et al. (2014) used .33 as the initial activation
value, the results are qualitatively similar irrespective of whether 1.0 or .33 is used.
The input is presented in three different ways. In all cases, the input vector comprises
S (for set-size) randomly chosen non-zero entries, and N − S zero entries, where N is the
total number of neurons in the network. With simultaneous presentation, the entire vector
is presented to the network for 5 time steps; following this, the network is given 45 time
steps to settle into a steady-state pattern. With continuous sequential presentation, the
non-zero inputs components are presented one after the other, for 5 time steps each; after
the presentation of the last non-zero input, the network is again given 45 time steps to settle
into a steady-state activation pattern. With sequential presentation with intermittent con-
solidation (presented in Appendix E), each non-zero input is presented for 5 time steps, but,
after each input, the network is given 45 time steps to settle into a steady-state activation
pattern. In all cases, we analyzed the network output at the end of the simulation.
Following Sengupta et al. (2014) and Knops et al. (2014), we use two primary metrics
for evaluating the network performance. First, we use the mean activation in the network as
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a measure of how many items are retained. The rationale for this metric is related to the fact
that the network is fundamentally an attentional model; the question of how many items
it can retain thus boils down to the question of how many items can remain active in the
attentional system. As a population-level read-out mechanism (e.g., for number processing)
does not necessarily take into consideration the specific identify of the neurons, the mean
network activation is a good measure of the number of active items.
Our second measure is the “faithfulness” of the activations, and indicates to what
extent the current activation pattern in the network matches the input pattern the network
is supposed to retain.
We also calculate the discriminability between familiar and unfamiliar items. We use
d′ = Z(H) − Z(FA), where Z is the quantile function of the standard normal distribution
and H and FA are the corrected hit and false alarm rates, respectively, using the “log-
linear” correction for extreme proportions recommended by Hautus (1995) and Snodgrass
and Corwin (1988):
H = Number of Hits + .5
S + 1
FA = Number of False Alarms + .5
N − S + 1
S and N are the set-size and the number of neurons, respectively.
The code is available at https://doi.org/10.25383/city.11456106.
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Results
Simultaneous presentation leads to catastrophic interference
Simulations. We first show that the network shows catastrophic interference when
memory items are presented simultaneously. The results for the noise-less situation are
shown in Figures 2(A) to (C), using three different values for the inhibition parameter β
(.01, .1 and .15). Following Sengupta et al. (2014) and Knops et al. (2014), we refer to these
regimes as low, medium and high inhibition, respectively.
As shown in Figure 2(A), the mean activation increases up to a maximum, and then
decreases again and reaches zero. Beyond some critical set-size that we call Smax below,
the mean activation remains at zero. In other words, there is catastrophic (processing)
interference: if more than Smax items are presented, all of them are forgotten. (For very
low inhibition values, the network activation remains positive because, Smax is greater than
the total number of neurons in the network; see below for the formulae.)
As shown in Appendix B, other activation functions lead to similar results as long as
they are bounded and as long as the slope is not too small at zero. Specifically, when items
are presented simultaneously, we find catastrophic (processing) interference for S > 1 + αβ ,
while, when items are presented sequentially, the network successfully discriminates seen
from unseen items for much larger set-sizes.
In contrast, for activation functions that are unbounded or for which the slope at zero
is too small, all neurons — whether they have received stimulation or not — are eventually
switched off (or have at least extremely small activation values). In Appendix B.1.2, we
show that, if the slope of an activation function is sufficiently small at zero (i.e., F ′(0) <
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Figure 2 . Network results for simultaneous presentation of the memory items, for three
different levels of inhibition (low, β = .01, blue line; medium, β = .1, red line; high,
β = .15, orange line). The proportion of correct responses is the complement of the Ham-
ming distance between the input and the steady-state activation at end of the simulation.
Simulations without noise (A, B, C). (A) The mean activation in the network is a quadratic
function with a maximum as Smax/2 and a root at Smax; beyond Smax, the activation is zero.
(B) The proportion of correct activations is 1 up to Smax, and then linearly decreases to
zero, as all output neurons are switched off, and an increasing proportion of input neurons
are switched on. (C) Discriminability between stimulated and unstimulated neurons is high
below Smax, and then drops abruptly. (D, E, F). The simulation results in the presence of
noise are similar, except that the network noise maintains a steady-state activation beyond
Smax.
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λ/(α + β)), any difference between activation levels tends to disappear as the network
continues to evolve, which, in turn, leads to a complete loss of information irrespective of
how many or how few items are presented to the network.
We thus conclude that catastrophic (processing) interference is a fairly general phe-
nomenon, but that there are some activation functions for which sequential presentation
does not confer any protection against catastrophic interference.
In Figure 2(B), we show the “faithfulness” of the memories, to estimate the number
of items the network can maintain. Following Sengupta et al. (2014), we use the proportion
of neurons whose (binary) steady-state activation is identical to that in the corresponding
entry of the input vector, after converting the continuous activation values to binary values,
using a threshold of .03. That is, we used the complement of the Hamming distance; in
our case, this is the proportion of correctly recalled items. The faithfulness is excellent up
to Smax; beyond a critical set-size Smax, the proportion of mistakes grows linearly with the
set-size up to 100%.
Finally, we show in Figure 2(C) that the discriminability index d′ drops abruptly at
Smax.
At first sight, this pattern of results seems to fit well with a slot-based WM model:
memory is excellent up to the memory capacity, and then gets gradually worse. However,
it arises for a very different reason than in WM experiments. Beyond Smax, activation is
zero for all neurons. As a result, as the set-size grows, an increasing proportion of the
input neurons has non-zero activation, and this increasing proportion of non-zero activation
drives the increasing difference between the input pattern and the output pattern. In signal
detection terms, the network’s hit rate approaches zero, while the correct rejection rate
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approaches one. However, given that most neurons are inactive, the high correct rejection
rate ensures that the percentage of correct responses and d′ remain positive, though d′
rapidly drops to levels below .5.
These predictions contrast markedly with the behavior of participants in WM experi-
ments, who do not forget all items when presented with a supra-capacity set-size of memory
items. In fact, WM capacity is usually calculated from trials that exceed a participant’s
WM capacity (e.g., Cowan, 2001; Rouder et al., 2008), because memory performance is
at ceiling while the set-size does not exceed the memory capacity. Hence, it seems that a
simple saliency map does not necessarily account for human WM performance.
As shown in Figures 2(D) to (E), the addition of noise prevents the mean activation
from decaying to zero, but the network still shows catastrophic interference. It thus seems
that the network behavior does not match that of human participants.
Analytic derivation. The simulations so far show that, when items are presented
simultaneously, the network will forget all of them if more than a critical number of items
are presented. For the noiseless case, this network behavior can also be derived from the
model equations. We first show that the mean network activation tends to zero for supra-
capacity set-sizes, and then calculate the corresponding faithfulness of the network. To do
so, we need to assume that
α ≥ λ
where α and λ represent the self-excitation and forgetting parameters, respectively. This
assumption is necessary, because the assumption α < λ would imply exponential decay of
the solution of (1), since x˙i < (α− λ)xi.
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Further, since β > 0, the assumption α ≥ λ also implies
α+ β > λ.
Steady-state solutions for {xi}. In the absence of noise, Equation (1) has a
steady-state solution. In a steady-state pattern, the time derivative of the activation needs
to be zero, indicating no change over time. This yields the following equation:




= −λxi + αF (xi)− β(N − 1)F (xj) (3)
In the second step, we used the observation that all active neurons must have the
same activation level, given that no neuron is prioritized and all computations are done
simultaneously. As shown by Sengupta et al. (2014), expanding F reveals a steady-state
solution where the individual activation is given by
xˆ(S) = α− (S − 1)β
λ
− 1, (4)
where S is the set-size of memory items and xˆ is the steady-state activations of the neurons
coding for these memory items. However, in addition to this solution, there is a second
solution to Equation (3) as long as F (0) = 0: xˆ(S) = 0 for all S.
Importantly, beyond a critical set-size Smax, this trivial solution is the only solution.
Specifically, for the steady-state activation to be positive, we have to solve the inequality
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α−(S−1)β
λ −1 > 0. Doing so reveals that there exists no non-zero steady-state solution above
a critical set-size




For example, with the values from Sengupta et al.’s (2014) high-inhibition situation
(α = 2.2, β = .15, λ = 1), Smax = 9. Taken together, the steady-state activation in the




λ − 1 S < Smax
0 S ≥ Smax
(6)
These analyses thus confirm the simulation results above. Below Smax, there is network
activity, but from Smax onwards, the network forgets all inputs.
Convergence to the steady state solutions. In the following, we will show that
the network activation converges to the steady solutions (when they are solutions). For the
proofs, we use the discrete version of Equation (1), and rewrite Equation (2) as xi(t+ 1) ≡
g(xi(t)) with g(x) = (1 − λ)x + (α + β)F (x) − SβF (x); again, we assume that all active
neurons have the same activation.
A stationary solution is a fixed point x∗ of g such that g(x∗) = x∗. According to
Banach’s fixed point theorem, a sufficient condition for convergence to a unique and stable
fixed point is |g′(x∗)| < 1, where g′ is the derivative g′(x) = 1−λ+(α+β)F ′(x)−SβF ′(x).
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That is, if |g′(x∗)| < 1 holds, we can start with an arbitrary x(t) and subsequent x(t + T )
will increasingly approach the fixed point x∗.
In the case of Sengupta et al.’s (2014) and Knops et al.’s (2014) rational sigmoid
function, the derivative is given by F ′(x) = 1/(1 + x)2. We will now show that, when these
fixed points exist, there is convergence to them, but that, even when there is no convergence
to a fixed point, all neurons will tend to have the same network activation.
Claim 1 (Convergence to 0). If x∗ = 0 is a fixed point of Equation (2) in the special case
that all active neurons have the same activation, there is convergence to that fixed point for
S > Smax.
Proof. To prove this claim, we need to show that |g′(0)| < 1. We thus calculate |g′(0)|:
|g′(0)| = ∣∣1− λ+ (α+ β)F ′(0)− SβF ′(0)∣∣ (7)
= |1− λ+ (α+ β)× 1− Sβ × 1|
= |(1 + α+ β)− (λ+ Sβ)|
In the second step, we used the fact that F ′(0) = 1. We thus need to distinguish two cases,
depending on whether the term in the absolute value is positive or negative.





Further, this term is smaller than 1 for S > Smax. In other words, we have convergence for
Smax < S < Smax + 1β .
The term inside the absolute value is negative for S > Smax+ 1β . Further, it is greater
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than −1 for S < Smax + 2β . Combining these conditions, we find convergence to zero for
Smax < S < Smax +
2
β
Does this imply that there is no convergence for S > Smax + 2β ? Equation (1) shows
that this is not the case: Any solution to Equation (1) with a larger S will be strictly smaller
than a solution with a smaller S. Hence, if there is convergence to zero for S < Smax + 2β ,
there will be convergence for S ≥ Smax + 2β as well.
Claim 2 (Convergence to xˆ). If xˆ = α−(S−1)βλ − 1 is a fixed point of Equation (2) in the
special case that all active neurons have the same activation, there is convergence to that
fixed point for S < Smax.
Proof. We first note that xˆ is the unique stable fixed point of Equation (2) for S < Smax.
While xˆ is not a stable point of the entire phase space, we show in Appendix C that, in
the special case where all activations are identical, xˆ is stable, because both the minimum
activation and the maximum activation have stable fixed points, which coincide in the
special case where all activations are identical. Further, we showed above that the other
fixed point at zero is not stable.
To show that xˆ is a stable fixed point, we need to calculate |g′(xˆ)|, noting that
F ′(xˆ) = λ2(α+β−Sβ)2 . We thus obtain:
|g′(xˆ)| =
∣∣∣∣∣1− λ+ (α+ β)λ2(α+ β − Sβ)2 − Sβλ
2





1 + (α+ β)λ
2






(α+ β − Sβ)2
)∣∣∣∣∣
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The fixed point xˆ exists only for S < Smax; further, we assume that λ ≤ 1; in this
case, the right hand side term in the absolute value is strictly smaller than the left hand
side term, and it is sufficient to ask if g′(xˆ) < 1.
We now rewrite Equation (8), and note that we can express α+ β = βSmax + λ:
|g′(xˆ)| = (1− λ) + λ
2
(α+ β − Sβ)2 ((α+ β)− Sβ)
= (1− λ) + λ
2
(βSmax + λ− Sβ)2 ((βSmax + λ)− Sβ)
< (1− λ) + λ
2
(βSmax + λ− Smaxβ)2 ((βS + λ)− Sβ)




The results above are specific to Sengupta et al.’s (2014) and Knops et al.’s (2014)
rational sigmoid activation function and to the symmetric case where the multivariable non-
linear system reduces to a non-linear system of a single variable. In general, it is difficult to
provide a precise characterization of the network evolution for arbitrary activation functions.
Nonetheless, we show in Appendix B.1.1 that all bounded activation functions admit a fixed
point and thus a stationary solution, though we do not know whether these fixed points are
convergent or not.
Further, we show in Appendix B.1.2 that, if the slope of the activation function is
sufficiently small at zero (more precisely, smaller than λ/(α+β)), all neurons, whether they
have been activated or not, will end up having approximately the same level of activation.
In other words, for activation functions with this property (e.g., the logistic function), there
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is total loss of information.
Stability of the fixed points. Neither of these fixed points is stable. That is, if
the network enters a sufficiently small neighborhood of one of the steady-state solutions
xi = 0 or xi = xˆ, a small perturbation will drive the system away from this neighborhood
at the next time-step. This result has an intuitive explanation. First, in the case where
all neurons in the network are off, excitation of any single neuron will drive the network
away from the switched off state, as this neuron will only receive self-excitation and some
forgetting, but no inhibition. This is just to say that, after the network has been swiped
clear through catastrophic (processing) interference, it is ready to learn again.
Second, if the network settles at xˆ(S) from (6), exciting a single neuron will increase
the self-excitation it receives, but also the inhibition it sends to all other neurons, which can
increase the separation between the excited neuron and all other neurons. In Appendix C
we demonstrate these results more formally.
Critically, however, we also show in Appendix C.2 that, as long as S < Smax, the
minimum activation mini≤S(xi) has a stable upper bound, and the maximum activation
maxi≤S(xi) has a stable lower bound; both bounds are given by xˆ(S). As a result, in the
special case where all activations are equal, there is convergence to xˆ(S).
Steady state solutions for the average activation. Sengupta et al. (2014) and
Knops et al. (2014) used the average activation in the network as a measure of the network’s
content. To compute the average steady-state activation across all neurons, we have to
multiply the individual steady-state activation with S/N , where S is the set-size (and thus
the number of active neurons) and N the total number of neurons. After some algebra, the
average activation in the network is given by








0 S > Smax
(9)
This is a quadratic function with roots at 0 and Smax, a maximum at Smax/2 and
which continues at zero beyond Smax. In other words, with simultaneous presentation, the
network shows catastrophic (processing) interference. It can remember up to Smax items.
However, if more than Smax items are presented, all of them are forgotten. As argued above,
this network behavior is inconsistent with human behavior in WM experiments.
Faithfulness. Based on the above results, we can also calculate the network faith-
fulness for the noiseless situation. We call the final steady-state activation of the ithneuron
x̂i, and assume, without restriction of generality, that the first S neurons initially receive




λ − 1 i ≤ S ≤ Smax
0 i > S
0 S > Smax
(10)
This is simply because neurons which did not receive external input (i.e., for i > S) will
remain silent. As a result, the activation of the last N − S neurons necessarily corresponds
to their initial input of zero. For the neurons that received external input, the final state
activation is set to one if their activation exceeds some threshold ε, that is, if
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∣∣∣∣α− β(S − 1)λ − 1
∣∣∣∣ > ε (11)
This leads to two possible cases, depending on whether the term inside the absolute
value is positive or negative. It is positive for S < Smax, and negative for S > Smax. Given
that x̂i is zero for all i when S > Smax, we only need to consider the first case. For S < Smax,
condition (11) is satisfied if and only if
S < Smax − λ
β
ε (12)
For ε = .03 and Knops et al.’s (2014) and Sengupta et al.’s (2014) high inhibition
situation, this condition yields S < 8.8.
In sum, the faithfulness q of the network output is given by
q(S) =

1 S < Smax − λβ ε
1− SN otherwise
(13)
This function is constant up to Smax − λβ ε, then has a jump (i.e., is discontinuous),
and then decreases linearly to zero for S = N .
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Sequential presentation prevents catastrophic (processing) interference and
leads to a capacity-limited memory buffer
Simulations. The previous simulations and analyses show that the network shows
catastrophic (processing) interference when more than Smax items are presented: the net-
work will forget all items. We now show that this catastrophic interference can be prevented
by presenting items sequentially, one after the other. Each item was presented for 5 cycles;
after all items had been presented, the network was allowed to settle to a steady state for an-
other 45 cycles. Figure 3(A) shows that, in the absence of noise and with strong inhibition,
the mean activation of the network increases for small set-sizes up to approximately Smax/2,
and then reaches an asymptote. Figure 3(B) shows that memory is perfect up to approxi-
mately Smax/2, and then gradually becomes worse as the set-size increases. Crucially, the
proportion of correct activations does not converge to zero, but rather shows an intercept
of about (Smax-1)/N/2, suggesting that (Smax-1)/2 neurons remain active. Accordingly,
Figure 3(C) shows that the discriminability between old and new items is maintained be-
yond Smax when items are presented sequentially. Sequential presentation thus protects the
network from catastrophic interference in that it enables the network to retain some items
even when the set-size massively exceeds Smax. That being said, the reason for which the
network remembers only the last few items rather than all items is still retroactive interfer-
ence from the most recent items; critically, however, this interference no longer removes all
memory traces.
To analyze the content of the memory, we first calculated the number of active neurons
at the end of the simulations (see Figure 4(A) for the noiseless case, and Figure 4(D) for
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Figure 3 . Network results for sequential presentation of the memory items where one
memory item is presented after the other, for three different levels of inhibition (low, β = .01,
blue line; medium, β = .1, red line; high, β = .15, orange line). The proportion of correct
responses is the complement of the Hamming distance between the input and the steady-
state activation at end of the simulation. Simulations without noise (A, B, C). (A) The
mean activation in the network initially increases, and then remains at an asumptote. (B)
The proportion of correct activations is 1 up to Smax/2, and then linearly decreases to zero.
(C) The discriminability index d′ remains positive beyond Smax. (D, E, F). The simulations
in the presence of noise yield similar results, except that the results are smoothed.
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the noisy case). We found that (Smax-1)/2 neurons remained active. We then calculated
the average activation in the active neurons (see Figure 4(B) for the noiseless case, and
Figure 4(E) for the noisy case), and found that it remained relatively high. Finally, and
as shown in Figures 4(C) and (F), we calculated (i) the mean activation in the (Smax-
1)/2 neurons that received the most recent external inputs, (ii) the mean activation in a
random subset of (Smax-1)/2 neurons that received earlier inputs, and (iii) the overall mean
activation. As shown in Figure 4(C), the activation remained high in the neurons with the
most recent inputs, and was almost zero in neurons that have received earlier inputs. In
other words, the network maintains a buffer of the last (Smax-1)/2 memory items.
In contrast, when inhibition is low, the network storage capacity is fundamentally
unbounded (see Figures 3(B) and 4(A)), in line with earlier analyses (Endress & Szabo´,
2017) and results (Endress & Potter, 2014).
In Appendix B, we show that other activation functions than Sengupta et al.’s (2014)
and Knops et al.’s (2014) rational sigmoid function yield qualitatively similar results in that
sequential presentation protects the network from catastrophic (processing) interference —
as long as the activation function is bounded and its slope sufficiently strong at zero.
In Appendix E, we also consider a different kind of sequential presentation, where the
network is given 45 time steps to reach a stable activation pattern after each input. The
results are similar to those below, except that the network behavior becomes oscillatory.
Analytic derivation. An analytic solution to (1) is more difficult to find for the
general case where items are presented sequentially. Nevertheless, we can show that the
difference between the maximal activation and the minimal activation remains positive (if
it ever was positive). As a result, if the maximal activation is greater than the minimal
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Figure 4 . (Top) Number of active neurons at the end of the simulations. (Middle) Mean
activation in the active neurons at the end of the simulations. (Bottom) Average activation
in the most recent (Smax-1)/2 target neurons compared to a random subset of (Smax-1)/2
target neurons presented earlier during the input. When each input is presented immediately
after the previous one, there is steady activation for the last inputs, and zero activation for
the earlier targets. (Left) Without noise. (Right). With noise.
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activation, at least the maximal activation must remain positive.
Specifically, we show that, even if the difference between the minimum and the max-
imum decreases, as soon as the maximal activation decreases below
√
(α+ β)/λ − 1, the
difference between the maximum and the minimum starts increasing again. Given that the
minimum cannot be smaller than zero, the maximum must be at least as large as the differ-
ence between the maximum and the minimum. As a result, if the difference stays positive,
at least some neurons must remain active.
In Appendix D, we will show that this difference is strictly greater than a function that
increases if the maximum descends below
√
(α+ β)/λ− 1. As a result, the network activa-
tion cannot disappear as long as there was some initial activation; further,
√
(α+ β)/λ− 1
is a lower bound for this activation.
The role of network topology
So far we have shown that the network suffers from catastrophic interference if all
items are presented simultaneously: it remembers items perfectly up to a set-size Smax, and
forgets all items if more than Smax items are presented. In contrast, if items are presented
one after the other, the network maintains a trace of the last few items. We will now explore
the consequences of the network structure.
Knops et al.’s (2014) and Sengupta et al.’s (2014) network is fully connected. To
assess the importance of this choice, we limited the number of inhibitory connections. That
is, we arranged the 70 neurons on a 10× 7 grid, and manipulated the distance within which
inhibition took place. For example, if inhibition takes place only among nearest neighbors,
all neurons providing inhibitory input can be reached by going up or down and/or left or
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right by one step on the grid, and are thus contained within a sphere of radius
√
2. More
generally, if interacting neurons can be reached in ds (horizontal and/or vertical) steps (so
that diagonal displacement is allowed as well), they are contained in a sphere of radius
√
2ds. This sphere comprises (2ds+ 1)2−1 inhibiting neurons. In other words, the distance
in which interacting neurons can be reached is simply a measure of the number of effectively
interacting neighbors.
In Figure 5, we plot the mean network activation and the faithfulness as a function of
the set-size and the maximal number of steps in which interacting neurons must be reached.
The results show that memory performance is somewhat better when inhibition takes place
between nearest neighbors only. This is because restricting the distance at which inhibitory
interactions can take place also restricts the number of neurons that can interfere with each
other. In a local neighborhood, the number of effectively interacting neurons is thus more
likely to remain below Smax. In line with this interpretation, as soon as interactions are
allowed to take place between neurons that are two or three steps apart, the pattern of
result becomes very similar to that of the fully connected network.
In Appendix F, we repeat these simulations with a larger network of 400 neurons,
arranged on a 20 × 20 grid, with a maximum set-size of 70. As a result, the activation in
this network is much sparser than in the 10× 7 network. Unsurprisingly, when long-range
inhibitory interactions are allowed, results are similar to the 10 × 7 network; in contrast,
when only short-range inhibitory interactions are allowed, performance remains excellent
for larger set-sizes as well, because the effective inhibitory input of each neuron is lower,
and because the network has a large storage capacity for low levels of inhibition.
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Figure 5 . Network results for sequential presentation of the memory items where one mem-
ory item is presented after the other. The inhibition parameter is set to β = .15. The
maximal distance is the maximal number of steps on the grid in which mutually inhibit-
ing neurons can be reached. The proportion of correct responses is the complement of the
Hamming distance between the input and the steady-state activation at end of the simula-
tion. (A) Mean network activation in the absence of noise. (B) Faithfulness in the absence
of noise. (C) Mean network activation in the presence of noise. (D) Faithfulness in the
presence of noise. When inhibition is allowed between neurons that are 2 or 3 steps apart
(in the horizontal and/or vertical direction, so that diagonal displacements are allowed as
well), the network behavior is similar to the fully connected situation.
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Mutual inhibition and small number processing
The results so far suggest that the network can remember only up to a certain number
of items when the items are presented simultaneously and shows catastrophic interference
beyond this critical set-size. Further, we have shown that this critical set-size depends on the
effective connectivity between neurons. In contrast, when items are presented sequentially,
the network retains a buffer of the last few items. However, this network was also proposed
to account for the processing of both small and larger numbers. We now turn to this issue.
As Knops et al. (2014) and Sengupta et al. (2014), we find that, for medium and
high levels of inhibition, the mean activation of the network increases within the subitizing
range as a function of the set-size, for both simultaneous and sequential presentation. As
a result, if organisms are endowed with a readout mechanisms that can interpret the mean
activation over the entire saliency map (such as the summation units in the neural network
models by Dehaene & Changeux, 1993, and Verguts & Fias, 2004), this information might
be used for number identification in the subitizing range.
Mutual inhibition and large number processing
Knops et al. (2014) and Sengupta et al. (2014) suggested that the mean activation
in the network at low levels of inhibition might be used to estimate numerosities in the
approximate number systems range (i.e., for numerosities above 4). However, for the mean
network activation to be diagnostic of the number of items, the relationship between the
mean activation and the numerosity must be monotonic, and Figure 2 shows that this is
not the case, especially in the presence of noise.
To illustrate this issue, we simulated a numerosity comparison task using the same
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strategy as Sengupta et al. (2014). Specifically, the network had to “decide” whether or not
a given test numerosity was larger than a reference numerosity (in our case 16). To simulate
this task, we calculated the average mean network activation for the reference numerosity
across 100 simulations, providing us with a reference mean network activation. For all test
numerosities, we then counted the proportion of simulations (out of 100 simulations) where
the mean network activation (i) was smaller than the reference activation by a margin
of .0001 (receiving a score of 0), (ii) larger than the reference activation by a margin of
.0001 (receiving a score of 1), or (iii) equal to the reference activation (that is, within these
margins; receiving a score of .5). We then averaged these scores across the 100 simulations
for each numerosity. Based on human data, we would expect these scores to describe a
sigmoid function of the ratio between the test numerosity and the reference numerosity, as
large number discrimination follows a Weber law (e.g., Izard & Dehaene, 2008; Whalen,
Gallistel, & Gelman, 1999; Halberda, Ly, Wilmer, Naiman, & Germine, 2012).
As shown in Figure 6, medium and high inhibition levels clearly do not show a sigmoid
profile; we thus focus on the low inhibition situation. Figure 6(A) shows that, in the absence
of noise, and when the reference numerosity is 16, the network judges lower numerosities
to be smaller than 16, and higher numersities to be greater. However, given that the mean
network activation is a quadratic function of the numerosity, this is not the case when the
reference numerosity is close to the maximum. As shown in Figure 6(B), when choosing
59 as the reference numerosity (because, for the low inhibition situation modeled here, it is
close to the maximum of the mean network activation of 60.5), the only numerosities judged
greater than 59 are 60 and 61, but all numerosities larger than 62 items are judged smaller
than 59. The network thus does not successfully discriminate large numbers.
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Figure 6 . Number comparison performance for the reference numerosity of 16 (left) or
59 (right), in the absence (top) presence (bottom) of noise. The inputs are presented
simultaneously. The y-axis shows the proportion of simulations for which the mean network
activation was larger than that for the reference numerosity.
As shown in Figures 6(C) and (D), the network does not succeed in discriminating
large numbers in the presence of noise either. As a result, at least with simultaneous presen-
tation, mutual inhibition does not seem to explain the Weber signature of the approximate
number system.
Figure 7 shows that the comparison performance is not sigmoid with sequential pre-
sentation either, reflecting again the fact that the relationship between the mean network
activation and the numerosity is not monotonic.
There is also a more general reason for which mutual inhibition is unlikely to account
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Figure 7 . Number comparison performance for the reference numerosity of 16 (left) or
59 (right), in the absence (top) or presence (bottom) of noise. The inputs are presented
sequentially, with no consolidation intervals between presentations. The y-axis shows the
proportion of simulations for which the mean network activation was larger than that for
the reference numerosity.
for large number processing in humans. In the current model, noise is independent of the
set-size, while, for large number discriminations, noise must scale with the set-size to account
for the Weber signature (e.g., Gallistel & Gelman, 2000; Izard & Dehaene, 2008). Critically,
however, in the General Discussion, we suggest that this property might not require any
specific explanation, as it is expected in any system that combines a limited precision with
a gain control mechanism.
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General Discussion
In the current analyses, we asked to what extent a simple saliency map based on
mutual inhibition among neurons can explain human performance in Working Memory
(WM), small number processing and large number processing. We found four crucial results.
First, mutual inhibition among neurons leads to catastrophic interference if memory items
are presented simultaneously. Items are remembered up to the memory capacity; when
more items are presented, the network forgets all of them. For activation functions with
F ′(0) < λα+β , there is even total loss of information irrespective of how many items are
presented.
Second, sequential presentation protects the network from catastrophic interference;
with sequential presentation, the network retains the most recent items as long as the
activation function is bounded and has a sufficiently strong slope at zero.
Third, we confirm earlier results that the mean activation level in the network might in
principle be used to enumerate small sets of items (i.e., in the subitizing range). Fourth, we
showed that, in contrast to the small number situation, mutual inhibition does not account
for number discrimination in the range of the approximate number system. Rather, we
suggest below that the Weber signature of the large number system might follow from the
combination of a limited precision and a multiplicative gain control mechanism.
We will now discuss to what extent the model behavior matches human performance
in the three domains investigated — WM, small number processing and large number pro-
cessing. Following this, we will raise the more general question of whether these domains
of processing have a common processing capacity.
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Does a saliency map based on mutual inhibition exhibit human-like behavior in
Working Memory?
When items are presented simultaneously, Sengupta et al.’s (2014) and Knops et al.’s
(2014) model shows catastrophic (processing) interference: when more than Smax items are
presented, all of them are forgotten. In contrast, when items are presented sequentially one
after the other, the network maintains a buffer of the last few items.
At first sight, these results seem to suggest that the model does not account for hu-
man performance; we clearly do not forget all items in WM when a single additional item is
presented. However, the finding that catastrophic (processing) interference is preventable
through sequential presentation also raises the possibility that participants behave opti-
mally by sequentially allocating attention to simultaneously presented items in WM tasks.
Specifically, participants attend objects in WM experiments one after another, even when
few objects are presented, and even when they are presented simultaneously (e.g., Liu &
Becker, 2013; Vogel et al., 2006; but see Mance et al., 2012). While sequentially attending
items has been interpreted as an attentional limitation, such an attentional strategy might
well be adaptive, if sequentially attending to items avoids catastrophic interference (see
also Ihssen et al., 2010, for related results). If so, items might be maintained in WM by
attentionally cycling through the memory items, similarly to how people sequentially cycle
through verbal memory items when they (sub-vocally) rehearse and refresh them.
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Does a saliency map based on mutual inhibition exhibit human-like behavior in
small number processing?
While catastrophic interference does not seem to be a feature of WM (at least in
adults), catastrophic capacity limitations are well documented in number processing in
infants (e.g., Feigenson et al., 2002; Feigenson & Carey, 2005; Zosh & Feigenson, 2015).
As mentioned above, infants reliably choose two or three food items over a single food
item, but they have no preference for four items over a single food item. The traditional
explanation is that, in infants, the small number system can process only numerosities up to
3; beyond 3, the approximate number system must be used. As the two number systems are
mutually incompatible (see e.g. Izard & Dehaene, 2008; Revkin et al., 2008, for evidence in
adults that these systems have different properties), the infant has no way to compare the
numerosities of numbers below 3 and above 3. Further, given that the small number system
might really be an attentional system (e.g., an object file system; Feigenson et al., 2002;
Feigenson & Carey, 2003; Piazza et al., 2011), it is particularly plausible that an attentional
device such as a saliency map might account for small number processing.
Does a saliency map based on mutual inhibition exhibit human-like behavior in
large number processing?
While the saliency map-like architecture might account for small number processing,
the model fails to account for large number processing, because the mean network activation
is not a monotonic function of the number of items presented to the network. There are also
two more theoretical reasons suggestion that a saliency-based model is unlikely to account
for large number processing.
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First, the mutual inhibition model is fundamentally spatial, while even newborns can
recognize large numerosities across modalities (e.g., Izard, Sann, Spelke, & Streri, 2009).
For example, when familiarized with sequences of 4 sounds, newborns look longer to displays
with 4 items than with 12 items, and vice-versa. It is unclear how a system modeled after
spatial attention would account for such results.
Second, and crucially, given that participants can estimate 100 dots on a screen within
100 ms (e.g., Izard & Dehaene, 2008), and that a saliency map is fundamentally an attention
device, we believe that it is simply implausible that participants can (covertly) orient to the
so many dots so quickly. This also fit with the respective attentional demands of small vs.
large number processing. While small number processing requires attention, large number
processing does not (e.g., Burr et al., 2010; Gliksman et al., 2016; see also Railo, Koivisto,
Revonsuo, & Hannula, 2008). As a result, an attentional mechanisms is unlikely to be at
the root of large number processing by the approximate number system (though such a
mechanism is likely involved in sequentially counting items).
Do the properties of large number processing result from gain control in a
system with a limited precision?
While an attention-based mechanisms is unlikely to provide an explanation for large
number processing, we suggest that, to the extent that large number discriminations oper-
ate similarly to other sensory systems, no explanation for its Weber signature is required
as it follows naturally from a phenomenon that is as ubiquitous as Weber signatures: mul-
tiplicative gain control (e.g., Abbott, Varela, Sen, & Nelson, 1997; Priebe & Ferster, 2002;
Rudd & Brown, 1997; Salinas & Thier, 2000; Willmore, Cooke, & King, 2014).
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The basic fact to explain is that the difficulty of discriminating two numbers depends
on their ratio rather than their absolute difference. For example, it is easier to discriminate
15 from 10 (ratio 1.5) than 600 from 500 (ratio 1.2) even though the absolute difference
is much larger in the second case. Levi (1969) proposed that such Weber ratio signatures
follow from the presence of multiplicative gain control, and that gain control also explained
the fact that Weber’s law is a more accurate approximation at higher rather than lower
stimulus intensities. Further, Cicchini, Anobile, and Burr (2014) argued that, outside the
domain of number processing, gain control seems to be the usual explanation for Weber
signatures. However, as this model is rarely made explicit, and many authors explain Weber
ratio signatures based on assumptions about the format and distribution of the mental
representations of quantities that are not always independently motivated (e.g., Dehaene,
Izard, Spelke, & Pica, 2008; Feigenson et al., 2004; Izard & Dehaene, 2008; Nieder, 2017;
Pardo-Vazquez et al., 2019; Piazza, Izard, Pinel, Bihan, & Dehaene, 2004; Whalen et al.,
1999), we present the gain control model in some detail in its purest and simplest form.
The idea is analogous to the precision of the display of a pocket calculator. Specifically,
if the display has three digits, we can represent numbers up to 999 exactly, which allows us
to discriminate 100 from, say, 101. However, the representation of 1,000 would be 100e01;
hence, we can discriminate 100e01 from 101e01 (i.e., 1,000 from 1,010), but not 1,000 from
1,001 because only the first three digits are represented. Likewise, the representation of
10,000 would be 100e02; hence, we can discriminate 100e02 from 101e02 (i.e., 10,000 from
10,100), but not 10,000 from 10,010. More generally, for a number of magnitude 103+a, there
is uncertainty about the last a digits, leading to an average error of < 0 . . . (10a − 1) >≈
5 × 10a−1. As a result, for a system representing a quantity with a fixed precision and
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multiplicative gain control, the uncertainty about the quantity is necessarily proportional
to the quantity, with a ratio of 5×10
a−1
103+a = .05%. Given the ubiquity of multiplicative
gain control in the brain (e.g., Priebe & Ferster, 2002; Salinas & Thier, 2000), we thus
suggest that the Weber signature of the approximate number system might be an inevitable
consequence of the fact that we have a system that discriminates large quantities.
Gain control also explains why quantities seem to be represented logarithmically (e.g.,
Dehaene et al., 2008; Izard & Dehaene, 2008; Piazza et al., 2004; Whalen et al., 1999).
For example, the difference in pitch of any two adjacent (white or black) keys on a (well
tempered) piano is perceived as being the same, but the pitches are really separated by
the same frequency ratio rather than by the same frequency difference. The frequency
difference between the middle C and the next semitone is 15.55 Hz, while, one octave
higher, the frequency difference between C and the next semitone is 31.1 Hz; in both cases,
however, the relative difference is about 6%.
The fact that constant relative differences leads to the perception of equally spaced
stimuli follows naturally from multiplicative gain control. If we try to discriminate two pairs
of physical quantities x1 and x2 (e.g., the frequency of the middle C and of the next semi-
tone) and z1 and z2 (e.g., the frequency of these tones shifted by one octave), the internal
representations of these quantities will be scaled by a factor that is roughly proportional to
these quantities, that is ξ1 ≈ x1x1 = 1; ξ2 ≈ x2x1 ; ζ1 ≈ z1z1 = 1; ζ2 ≈ z2z1 . The difference in terms
of the internal representations is thus simply the ratio of the physical quantities. Semitones
(or more generally quantities with constant ratios) are therefore perceived as equidistant,
which is just to say that the quantities appear to be represented logarithmically.
For the same reason, noise in the internal representations of quantities might appear
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to be log-normally distributed (e.g., Izard & Dehaene, 2008). As the internal representations
are scaled through gain control, normally distributed noise in the internal representations
appears to be log-normally distributed if the internal representations are transformed back
to the original physical quantities.
In line with this view, Cicchini et al. (2014) showed that, in an estimation task
(where observers had to estimate rather than compare quantities), quantities on previous
trials affected estimates on later trials, and suggested that observers might use information
from previous trials to adjust the “gain” for the representations.
A simple illustration of this model is given in Figure 8; the code for the model is avail-
able at https://doi.org/10.25383/city.10751186. In this model, we ask an observer to
compare two numbers. The first number establishes the gain; we model this by first scaling
the number to fit between 0 and 10, and then centering it to five; the same scaling and
centering is then applied to the second number. The limited precision is implemented by
rounding the numbers to 2 significant digits, and by restricting the possible range of number
to between 0 and 10. However, the results are largely identical when the representations are
not rounded, as the presence of noise (see below) makes the last few digits uninformative
in any case.
We then add Gaussian noise (with a mean of zero) to both numbers. As mentioned
above, this assumption is equivalent to previous assumptions that the noise in a represen-
tation is proportional to its magnitude (e.g., Izard & Dehaene, 2008; Whalen et al., 1999).
Finally, we ask whether the internal representation is greater for the first or the second
number. We ran 500 simulations for every noise-level/ratio combination. Of course, biolog-
ically systems do not necessarily operate on a decimal basis, but the choice of the basis just
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affects the quantitative predictions and needs to be determined empirically.
The results are shown in Figure 8, for when the model needs to compare numbers to
5 (a) or to 500 (b). Performance is better for more discriminable ratios, and follows the
expected psychometric function (e.g., Halberda, Mazzocco, & Feigenson, 2008; Halberda et
al., 2012), whose slope reflects the strength of the internal noise. Further, in Appendix G,
we show that there is a very simple mathematical reason why gain control necessarily
implies a sigmoid response profile. Critically, the results are virtually identical irrespective
of whether the reference number is 5 or 500; performance is exclusively driven by the ratio
of the numbers.
Multiplicative gain control thus provides a natural explanation of Weber’s law, the
apparent logarithmic representation of quantities, the apparently log-normal distribution of
noise in the representation of quantities and the sigmoid dependency between the ratio of
two quantities and discrimination performance. The generality of Weber’s law might thus
reflect the ubiquity of multiplicative gain control in the brain.
Interestingly, it has been suggested that multiplicative gain control relies on the bal-
ance between excitation and inhibition, though the underlying mechanisms tend to be synap-
tic, and not due to the number of neurons providing inhibitory input as in the current model
(e.g., Ayaz & Chance, 2009; Chance, Abbott, & Reyes, 2002; Prescott & De Koninck, 2003;
Rothman, Cathala, Steuber, & Silver, 2009).
That is, to detect the numerosity of a set, one would still need neurons that sum the
total network activity as in the models by Dehaene and Changeux (1993) and Verguts and
Fias (2004). However, the logarithmic scaling of numerosities characteristic of the Weber
signature might be a consequence of multiplicative gain control mechanisms, and not require
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an intrinsically logarithmic representation.
Is there a general cognitive capacity?
Our results show that a saliency-map like model shows catastrophic (processing) in-
terference unless items are presented sequentially. This is potentially problematic for a
model of WM, but it is desirable for a model of small number processing. In contrast,
the properties of large number processing are a necessary consequence of a system with a
limited precision and gain control.
Based on these results, we will consider Sengupta et al.’s (2014) and Knops et al.’s
(2014) critical question: do WM and small number processing rely on a common system?
The evidence for this proposal is somewhat mixed. On the one hand, the most commonly
accepted reason for this possibility seems inconsistent with recent evidence. As mentioned
above, WM and small number processing might be linked through a system of parallel
attention (e.g., Cowan, 2001, 2015; Piazza et al., 2011). However, some WM tasks show
only limited interference with attentional tasks (e.g., Fougnie & Marois, 2006; Hollingworth
& Maxcey-Richard, 2013; H. Zhang et al., 2010), and WM and attention seem to have
different properties (Endress et al., 2017). One the other hand, Piazza et al. (2011) showed
that individuals’ WM capacity predicts their subitizing range (at least when WM is assessed
through change detection paradigms, but see Shimomura & Kumada, 2011; Tuholski et al.,
2001).3 To better understand to what extent these computations are part of a common
system or just rely on the same auxiliary systems (e.g., both might require object-based
3As mentioned above, Knops et al. (2014) also suggested that WM and small number processing might
rely on the same brain regions. However, an alternative interpretation of Knops et al.’s (2014) enumeration
profile is that it might select voxels that are not involved in small number processing, and only become
involved beyond the subitizing range.
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attention, but then perform different computations on these representations), we thus need
a psychological theories of how these computations might be related.











































Figure 8 . Average decisions whether x2 is greater than x1 in a quantity comparison task
between two quantities x1 and x2 based on the pocket calculator model. Each simulation
received a score of 1 when the internal representation of x2 was greater than that of x1 and
a score of –1 when the internal representation of x1 was greater than that of x2. In line with
behavioral data, the average decision shows a sigmoid dependency on the ratio between the
quantities. The shape of the response profile is indistinguishable irrespective of whether the
reference quantity is 5 (a) or 500 (b). In Appendix G, we show that this dependency is
necessarily sigmoid.
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Appendix A
Arbitrariness of the time step in the discrete version of the model
We will now show that the time step in the discrete version of the model has no unit and
is arbitrary.
Let F : R+ → [0, 1] be any continuous function and N ≥ 2 an integer. We consider
the system of first-order nonlinear ordinary differential equations




where x1(t), . . . , xN (t) are real-valued functions on R+. Fixing an arbitrary h > 0, the
discrete-time version of this system is the following system of equations:
xi(t+ h)− xi(t)
h




After rearranging, this becomes





t = ht′, λ′ = hλ, α′ = hα, β′ = hβ and Xi(t′) = xi(ht′)
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this system reads as




Thus, in order to study the discretized system it is sufficient to consider (14) with h = 1.
Appendix B
Generalization to other activation functions
B.1 Analytic derivation
To find a stationary solution, we need to find a solution to Equation (3) so that the
time derivative vanishes:
0 = x˙ = −λx+ (α− β(S − 1))F (x) (3)
Here we use again the observation that the activation in all active neurons should be
equal. This allows us to prove the following claim:
Claim 3. For activation functions that satisfy F (0) = 0 and F (x) > 0 for all positive x,
x(t) = 0 is always a solution to Equation (3). It is also the only constant solution for a
sufficiently large S such that S > 1 + αβ .
Proof. To verify this claim, we assume that there is another solution and rewrite Equa-
tion (3) as
F (x) = λ
α− (S − 1)βx
for α 6= β(S−1) (in which case the equation describes exponential decay). The term on the
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right hand side is negative for S > 1 + αβ , which contradicts the assumption that F (x) > 0
for positive x. Hence, there is no non-zero constant solution for S > 1 + αβ .
B.1.1 Existence of fixed points. In general, we cannot say much about the
evolution of the network activity with arbitrary activation functions. However, we can
show that any bounded activation function admits a fixed point.
For the proof, assume that we have N neurons in total, and that for some 1 ≤ S ≤ N
the levels of activation of the first S neurons is identical, and that the levels of activation
of the remaining N − S neurons is identical as well (and potentially different from that of
the first S neurons):
x1(0) = · · · = xS(0)
xS+1(0) = · · · = xN (0).
For reasons of symmetry, for all t ≥ 0 such that the external input Ii vanishes on [0, t] for
all i, we equally have
x1(t) = · · · = xS(t)
xS+1(t) = · · · = xN (t).
In what follows, we assume that this holds for any t. Let us denote by
x(t) = x1(t), y(t) = xS+1(t)
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the two different levels of activation. Let us set
z+ = max(z, 0),
and introduce the function
f : R≥0 ×R≥0 → R≥0 ×R≥0 (15)x
y
 7→
[(1− λ)x+ αF (x)− β(S − 1)F (x)− β(N − S)F (y)]
+
[(1− λ)y + αF (y)− βSF (x)− β(N − S − 1)F (y)]+
 .
As the sum and maximum of two continuous functions is continuous, so is f .






A stationary point of the process without noise and external activation is precisely a fixed
point of the function f .
Claim 4. For any continuous function F : R+ → [0, 1], and integers 1 ≤ S ≤ N , the
function f introduced in (15) above admits at least one fixed point.





and let x, y satisfy x ≤ R, y ≤ R. Then, we have the
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estimate
(1− λ)x+ αF (x)− β(S − 1)F (x)− β(N − S)F (y) ≤ (1− λ)x+ αF (x)
≤ (1− λ)R+ α
< (1− λ)α
λ
+ α = α
λ
< R,
and similarly we find
(1− λ)y + αF (y)− βSF (x)− β(N − S − 1)F (y) < R.
This shows that f preserves the square
D = [0, R]× [0, R].
As D is homeomorphic to the closed unit disc and f is a continuous self-map of D, Brouwer’s
fixed point theorem implies that f admits a fixed point.
We note that in general we can not say anything about the convergence of (x(t), y(t))
to the stationary point, unless we have information about the Jacobian of f at the stationary
point.
B.1.2 Convergence towards similar activation values. While it is difficult
to say something general about the evolution of the network activity, we can show that,
under certain conditions, all neurons in the network, whether they have been activated or
not, will end up having a similar activation value. As a result, all information about the
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stimuli that have been presented is lost.
To prove this claim, we note that, initially, the S neurons that have been externally
excited with have some activation x1(t), while the N−S neurons that have not been excited
will have some other activation x2(t). We then consider the difference
∆(t+ 1) = x1(t+ 1)− x2(t+ 1)
and show that it converges towards zero as long as (α + β)F ′(0) < 1, without completely
reaching it. That is, all neurons will end up having a similar, and practically identical,
activation.
Claim 5 (Disappearance of activation differences). For F ′(0) < λα+β , ∆(t + 1) = x1(t +
1)− x2(t+ 1) converges to zero, but stays strictly positive.
Proof. Using Equation (2), we can calculate ∆(t+ 1):
∆(t+ 1) = x1(t+ 1)− x2(t+ 1)
= {(1− λ)x1(t) + αF (x1(t))−
β(S − 1)F (x1(t))− β(N − S)F (x2(t))}−
{(1− λ)x2(t) + αF (x2(t))−
βSF (x1(t))− β(N − S − 1)F (x2(t))}
(16)
∆(t+ 1) = (1− λ)(x1(t)− x2(t)) + (α+ β)(F (x1(t))− F (x2(t)) (17)
We can now rewrite Equation (17) using the Taylor expansion around zero of the activation
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function F (x) = ∑∞n=0 F (n)(0)n! xn:




















1 (t)− xn2 (t))
}
≡ g(∆(t)) (18)
Using Banach’s fixed point theorem, we now show that ∆∗ = 0 is a convergent fixed point
of g as defined in Equation (18) above. ∆∗ = 0 is clearly a fixed point, as g(0) = 0. It
thus remains to be shown that |g′(∆∗ = 0)| < 1. To see why this is the case, we note that
∂F (x(∆))
∂∆ = F ′(x(∆))
∂x(∆)
∂∆ , and that, since ∆ = x1−x2, we have ∂x1∂∆ − ∂x2∂∆ = 1. As a result,
we find the following expansion for g′:


























Since x1 = x2 at ∆ = 0, we obtain:














2 − F ′(0)
}
= (1− λ) + (α+ β)F ′(x2)
Activation functions that go into saturation are concave such that F ′(x) ≤ F ′(0) for
x > 0. Hence, for such activation functions, a sufficient condition for the difference to
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converge to zero is
g′(∆∗ = 0) ≤ (1− λ) + (α+ β)F ′(0) < 1 (19)
Further, for all activation functions, the first order Taylor expansion of Equation (17)
is given by
∆(t+ 1) ≈ {(1− λ) + (α+ β)F ′(0)}∆(t) (20)
Hence, Equation (19) is an approximate sufficient condition for convergence to ∆∗ = 0 for
all activation functions. In other words, we have convergence for
F ′(0) < λ
α+ β
In other words, if the slope of the activation function at zero is smaller than λα+β , the
activation function will eliminate activation differences between neurons. That being said,
Equation (18) shows that any solution ∆(t) will be strictly larger than an exponentially
decaying solution; since an exponentially decaying function will converge to zero without
ever reaching it, the differences between the xi will also converge to zero without ever
reaching it (though they might reach it within the precision of numerical simulations).
B.2 Simulation results with different activation functions
We now confirm these results by running simulations with other activation functions,
namely a threshold function, the tanh function, the logistic (sigmoid) function (shifted by
.5 so that F (0) = 0), a linear function, and a rectified linear function; the equations are
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given in Table 1 above.
For each function, we report four sets of simulations, reflecting the simultaneous vs.
sequential presentation of the stimulus items, in the presence or the absence of noise. For
each simulation, we report both the average activation in the network as well as the accuracy
of the activations.
The results support the predictions above: For all activation functions, there is catas-
trophic interference when items are presented simultaneously; if the set-size grows too large,
all neurons are switched off. For activation functions whose slope at zero is not too small
(i.e., F ′(0) > λα+β , and thus for all functions except for the logistic function) and that are
not unbounded, sequential presentation protects the network from catastrophic interference
in that successful discrimination between seen and unseen items is maintained for larger
set-sizes.
When the slope at zero is too small (i.e., F ′(0) < λα+β , and thus for the logistic
function), all neurons end up having the same activation, irrespective of whether they were
part of the stimulus or not. As a result, the network activity is no longer diagnostic of the
stimuli, and there is thus complete loss of information. In Section B.3, we show this result
analytically.
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Figure B1 . Mean activation level when items are presented simultaneously and in the ab-
sence of noise, for (A) Knops et al.’s (2014) rational sigmoid activation function, (B) a
threshold function, (C) the hyperbolic tangent function, (D) the logistic function, (E) a lin-
ear function and (F) a rectified linear function. The network shows catastrophic interference
with all activation functions in that, beyond a critical set-size, and neurons are switched
off.
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Figure B2 . Memory performance of the network when items are presented simultaneously
and in the absence of noise, for (A) Knops et al.’s (2014) rational sigmoid activation function,
(B) a threshold function, (C) the hyperbolic tangent function, (D) the logistic function,
(E) a linear function and (F) a rectified linear function. (A,B,C,E,F) All functions with
F ′(0) ≥ λα+β show catastrophic interference. As a result, they selectively activate the
“correct” input neurons as long as they are within Smax, and show a 100% miss rate beyond
Smax, reflecting a decrease in the proportion of correct responses as a function of the set-size.
(D) For the logistic function, neurons have extremely low activation levels that converge to
zero, as any differences in activation across neurons eventually disappear and all neurons
are switched off. This leads to a high number of misses for all set-sizes.
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Figure B3 . Sensitivity (d′) when items are presented simultaneously and in the absence of
noise, for (A) Knops et al.’s (2014) rational sigmoid activation function, (B) a threshold
function, (C) the hyperbolic tangent function, (D) the logistic function, (E) a linear function
and (F) a rectified linear function. (A,B,C,E,F) All functions with F ′(0) ≥ λα+β show
catastrophic interference in that d′ drops abruptly beyond some critical set-size. (D) For
the logistic function, neurons have extremely low activation levels that converge to zero, as
any differences in activation across neurons eventually disappear such that all neurons are
switched off. As a result, discriminability is poor even for small set-sizes.
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Figure B4 . Mean activation level when items are presented simultaneously and when the
noise standard deviation is set to .03, for (A) Knops et al.’s (2014) rational sigmoid activation
function, (B) a threshold function, (C) the hyperbolic tangent function, (D) the logistic
function, (E) a linear function and (F) a rectified linear function. (A,B,C,E,F) All functions
with F ′(0) ≥ λα+β show catastrophic interference. (D) For the logistic function, all neurons
end up having the same, low level of activation irrespective of the number of input neurons
when inhibition levels are low.
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Figure B5 . Memory performance of the network when items are presented simultaneously
and the noise standard deviation is set to .03, for (A) Knops et al.’s (2014) rational sigmoid
activation function, (B) a threshold function, (C) the hyperbolic tangent function, (D) the
logistic function, (E) a linear function and (F) a rectified linear function. (A,B,C,E,F) All
functions with F ′(0) ≥ λα+β show catastrophic interference. As a result, they selectively
activate the “correct” input neurons as long as they are within Smax, and show a 100% miss
rate beyond Smax, reflecting a decrease in the proportion of correct responses as a function
of the set-size. (D) For the logistic function, neurons have extremely low activation levels
that converge to zero, as any differences in activation across neurons eventually disappear
such that all neurons are switched off. As a result, discriminability is poor even for small
set-sizes.
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Figure B6 . Sensitivity (d′) when items are presented simultaneously and when the noise
standard deviation is set to .03, for (A) Knops et al.’s (2014) rational sigmoid activation
function, (B) a threshold function, (C) the hyperbolic tangent function, (D) the logistic
function, (E) a linear function and (F) a rectified linear function. (A,B,C,E,F) All functions
with F ′(0) ≥ λα+β show catastrophic interference. (D) For the logistic function, neurons
have extremely low activation levels that converge to zero, as any differences in activation
across neurons eventually disappear such that all neurons are switched off. As a result,
discriminability is poor even for small set-sizes.
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Figure B7 . Mean activation level when items are presented sequentially and in the absence
of noise, for (A) Knops et al.’s (2014) rational sigmoid activation function, (B) a threshold
function, (C) the hyperbolic tangent function, (D) the logistic function, (E) a linear function
and (F) a rectified linear function. (A, B, C) For bounded activation functions with F ′(0) ≥
λ
α+β , sequential presentation protects the network from catastrophic interference. (D, E,
F) For unbounded functions or functions with F ′(0) < λα+β , the network shows similar
behavior as in the simultaneous case: All neurons end up being switched off irrespective of
the set-size.
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Figure B8 . Memory performance of the network when items are presented sequentially and
in the absence of noise, for (A) Knops et al.’s (2014) rational sigmoid activation function,
(B) a threshold function, (C) the hyperbolic tangent function, (D) the logistic function, (E)
a linear function and (F) a rectified linear function. (A, B, C) For all bounded activation
functions with F ′(0) ≥ λα+β , sequential presentation protects the network from catastrophic
interference, so that it can retain a limited number of items. As a result, they selectively
activate the“correct” input neurons as long as they are within the capacity of this buffer, and
show a 100% miss rate beyond, reflecting a decrease in the proportion of correct responses as
a function of the set-size. (D, E, F) For unbounded functions or functions with F ′(0) < λα+β ,
the logistic function, all neurons are switched off irrespective of the set-size, leading to a
high number of misses, and thus to a decreasing proportion of correct responses as the set
size increase.
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Figure B9 . Sensitivity (d′) level when items are presented sequentially and in the absence
of noise, for (A) Knops et al.’s (2014) rational sigmoid activation function, (B) a threshold
function, (C) the hyperbolic tangent function, (D) the logistic function, (E) a linear function
and (F) a rectified linear function. (A, B, C) For all bounded activation functions with
F ′(0) ≥ λα+β , sequential presentation protects the network from catastrophic interference.
(D, E, F) For unbounded functions or functions with F ′(0) < λα+β , all neurons are switched
off, leading to poor discrimination even for small set-sizes.
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Figure B10 . Mean activation level when items are presented sequentially and when the
standard deviation for the noise is set to .03, for (A) Knops et al.’s (2014) rational sigmoid
activation function, (B) a threshold function, (C) the hyperbolic tangent function, (D)
the logistic function, (E) a linear function and (F) a rectified linear function. (A, B, C)
For all bounded activation functions with F ′(0) ≥ λα+β , sequential presentation protects
the network from catastrophic interference. (D, E, F) For the activation functions that
are unbounded or for which F ′(0) < λα+β , the network shows similar behavior as in the
simultaneous case: all neurons end up having activations close to zero.
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Figure B11 . Memory performance of the network when items are presented sequentially
and when the noise standard deviation is set to .03, for (A) Knops et al.’s (2014) rational
sigmoid activation function, (B) a threshold function, (C) the hyperbolic tangent function,
(D) the logistic function, (E) a linear function and (F) a rectified linear function. (A, B,
C) For all bounded activation functions with F ′(0) ≥ λα+β , sequential presentation protects
the network from catastrophic interference, so that it can retain a limited number of items.
As a result, they selectively activate the “correct” input neurons as long as they are within
the capacity of this buffer, and show a 100% miss rate beyond, reflecting a decrease in
the proportion of correct responses as a function of the set-size. (D, E, F) For activation
functions that are unbounded or for which F ′(0) < λα+β , all neurons are switched off, leading
to a high number of misses, and thus to a decreasing proportion of correct responses as the
set size increase.
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Figure B12 . Sensitivity (d′) when items are presented sequentially and when the standard
deviation for the noise is set to .03, for (A) Knops et al.’s (2014) rational sigmoid activation
function, (B) a threshold function, (C) the hyperbolic tangent function, (D) the logistic
function, (E) a linear function and (F) a rectified linear function. (A, B, C) For bounded
functions with F ′(0) ≥ λα+β , sequential presentation protects the network from catastrophic
interference in that successful discrimination is maintained far beyond Smax. (D, E, F)
For activation functions that are unbounded or with F ′(0) < λα+β , the network does not
maintain any discrimination ability beyond small set-sizes.
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B.3 Analytic derivation of the behavior of the sigmoid function
We first show that, with a sigmoid activation function, all neurons in the network
will end up having the same activation. Initially, the S neurons that have been externally
excited with have some activation x1(t), while the N−S neurons that have not been excited
will have some other activation x2(t). We now consider the difference:
∆(t+ 1) = x1(t+ 1)− x2(t+ 1) (21)
As shown in Claim 5 in Appendix B.1.2, such differences disappear if F ′(0) < λα+β . For the
logistic function, F ′(x) = ex(1+ex)2 , and thus F
′(0) = 1/4. ∆ thus converges to zero as long
as α < 4λ− β, which is the case in all of our simulations.
To calculate the steady state activation, we thus need to solve the equation
0 = x˙
= −λx+ (α+ β − βN)F (x)
≈ −λx+ (α+ β − βN) x4 (22)
In the last step, we used the first order Taylor expansion of the logistic function. After some
algebra, the solution to this equation is given by
xˆ = 2 α+ β(1−N)4λ− α− β(1−N) (23)
Unless λ = α−β(N−1)4 , x(t) = 0 is the only solution. With the logistic activation
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function, all neurons will thus be switched off.
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Appendix C
Stability of the steady-state solutions
C.1 Stability of the steady-state solutions for simultaneous presentations
When all items are presented simultaneously, Equation (1) has two steady-state solu-
tions: xˆ(S) = α−(S−1)βλ −1, and xˆ(S) = 0. We will now show that neither solution is stable.
However, we show in Section C.2 below that there are stable solutions for the maximal and
the minimal activation levels.
Claim 6. The constant solutions of Equation (1) xˆ(S) = α−(S−1)βλ − 1 and xˆ(S) = 0 are
not stable.
The stable submanifold at both stationary points is either the 1-dimensional linear
subspace x1 = · · · = xN or empty, depending on whether the inequality S > Smax holds (for
xˆ = 0) or similarly whether the inequality S > 1 + −λ+QαQβ holds (for xˆ(S) =
α−(S−1)β
λ − 1),
with Q = λ2(α−(S−1)β)2 .
Proof. Let x˙i = g(x) = −λxi+αF (xi)−β∑j 6=i F (xj). A fixed point is stable if the Jacobian




−λ+ αF ′(x1) −βF ′(x2) · · ·




−βF ′(x1) · · · −λ+ αF ′(xN )

(24)
Given that all xi are equal at the fixed points, this reduces to
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J =

−λ+ αF ′(xˆ) −βF ′(xˆ) · · ·




−βF ′(xˆ) · · · −λ+ αF ′(xˆ)

(25)
We now need to show that the Jacobian has only negative Eigenvalues. The Jacobian
is circulant. For a circulant matrix with identical diagonal elements a and identical non-
diagonal elements b, the Eigenvalues ηi are given by
η1 = a+ (N − 1)b (26)
ηi>1 = a− b (27)
(see e.g. Gray, 1971). With F (x) = x/(1 + x), we have F ′(x) = 1/(1 + x)2, and thus
F ′(0) = 1 and F ′(xˆ) = λ2/(α − (S − 1)β)2. We thus calculate the Jacobians at both fixed




−λ+ α −β · · ·




−β · · · −λ+ α

(28)
η01 = −λ+ α− (N − 1)β (29)
η0i>1 = −λ+ α+ β (30)
J xˆ =

−λ+ αQ −βQ · · ·




−βQ · · · −λ+ αQ

(31)
ηxˆ1 = −λ−Q(β(N − 1)− α) (32)
ηxˆi>1 = −λ+Q(α+ β) (33)
where Q = λ2(α−(S−1)β)2 .
As mentioned above, for the fixed points to be stable, all Eigenvalues of the Jacobian
must be negative. For the fixed point at zero, this yields the conditions α− (N − 1)β < λ
(for the first Eigenvalue), and α + β < λ (for the other Eigenvalues). Further, the second
condition implies the first one. Critically, given that we assume that α+ β > λ (otherwise,
the solution to (1) would show exponential decay), the second condition is not satisfied; as
a result, this fixed point is not stable.
For the fixed point at xˆ, the conditions are (α − (N − 1)β)/(α − (S − 1)β)2 < 1/λ
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(for the first Eigenvalue), and (α + β)/(α − (S − 1)β)2 < 1/λ (for the other Eigenvalues).
Since the left hand side of the first condition is strictly smaller than the left hand side of the
second condition, it is sufficient to consider the second condition. For low inhibition values,
the fixed point is stable for S < 72.3 or S > 396.6; for medium inhibition values, the fixed
point is stable for S < 7.8 and S > 38.2; for high inhibition values, the fixed point is stable
for S < 1.04 and S > 2934.3. As a result, neither fixed point is generally stable.
That being said, there is a stable submanifold at both stationary points when the
first Eigenvalue is negative. This submanifold is either the 1-dimensional linear subspace
x1 = · · · = xN or empty. For the stationary point at xˆ = 0, this condition is met if η01 < 0,
or, equivalently, if and only if




For the stationary point at xˆ(S) = α−(S−1)βλ − 1, this condition is met if ηxˆ1 = −λ +
Q(α− (N − 1)β) < 0, with Q as defined above, or equivalently if and only if
S > 1 + −λ+Qα
Qβ
.
In either case, the Eigendirection for the first Eigenvalue is clearly spanned by the
vector (1, . . . , 1).
C.2 Convergence of the minimum and the maximum of the xi
While the steady state solutions of Equation (1) for simultaneous presentation are not
generally stable, we now show that there are stable, non-trivial solutions for the maximum
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and the minimum of activity among the neurons as long as S < Smax.
C.2.1 Bounds on the maximum. We will now show that there exists a stable
lower bound for the maximum of the xi, M = max(xi). Below, S (for set-size) will refer to
the number of active neurons.
Claim 7. According to Equation (1), the maximum activation among neurons, M(t), has
a stable lower bound given by
MS =
α− (S − 1)β
λ
− 1
unless M(t = 0) = 0. The maximal activation level thus converges to MS.
Proof. As F (x) is increasing and β > 0, we see by replacing each F (xj) in the sum by
F (max(xi)) that the right-hand side of Equation (1) is bounded from below by
(α− (S − 1)β) max(xi)1 + max(xi) − λmax(xi).
As a result, the function M = max(xi) can be bounded from below by the solution of the
differential equation
M˙ = (α− (S − 1)β) M1 +M − λM, M(0) = max(xi(0)). (34)
The stationary solutions of this differential equation are given by
M0 = 0, MS =
α− (S − 1)β
λ
− 1. (35)
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The non-trivial stationary solution MS is positive if and only if





0 < λ < α− β(S − 1). (36)
From now on, we assume (36) holds. Setting
f(M) = (α− (S − 1)β) M1 +M − λM,
we see that
f ′(M) = (α− (S − 1)β) 1(1 +M)2 − λ.
Plugging M0 and MS into this formula yields
f ′(M0) = (α− (S − 1)β)− λ
f ′(MS) = λ
(
λ
α− (S − 1)β − 1
)
.
Taking into account (36), these in turn imply
f ′(MS) < 0 < f ′(M0).
We infer that the critical point M0 is unstable, while MS is a stable one. As a result, if
M(t = 0) > 0 the solution to (34) converges toMS . Therefore, denoting byM(t) = max(xi),




unless M(0) = 0.
C.2.2 Bounds on the minimum. In this section, we demonstrate a similar
claim about the stability of the minimal activation level m(t) = min(xi) in any solution to
Equation (1).
Claim 8. According to Equation (1), the minimum activation among neurons, m(t), has a
stable lower bound given by
mS =
α− (S − 1)β
λ
− 1 = MS
unless m(t = 0) = 0. The maximal activation level thus converges to mS.
Proof. Considering now m(t) = min(xi) over the active neurons 1 ≤ i ≤ S, we easily find
that it is bounded from above by the solution of
m˙ = (α− (S − 1)β) m1 +m − λm, m(0) = min(mi(0)).
Therefore, according to the analysis in Section C.2.1 above, if the limit x of min(xi) exists,
m(t) has two fixed points m0 = 0 and mS = α−(S−1)βλ − 1, and only mS is stable. As a
result, we find that
lim
t→∞m(t) ≤ mS
unless m(0) = 0.
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Appendix D
Persistence of activation differences
Claim 9. If neurons have different activations at some time, their activations remain dif-
ferent; the difference between the maximal and the minimal activation increases as soon as
the maximal activation drops below
√
(α+ β)/λ−1. Further, if a stationary solution exists,√
α+β
λ − 1 is a lower bound for the maximal activation.
Proof. Below, we have set M(t) = max(xi(t)) and m(t) = min(xi(t)). Clearly, we have
M(t) ≥ m(t). Equation (1) implies









M˙ − m˙ = −λ(M −m) + (α+ β)(F (M)− F (m)). (39)
By letting ∆ = M −m, we can rewrite (39) as
∆˙ = −λ∆ + (α+ β)(F (M)− (F (M −∆))
= −λ∆ + (α+ β) ∆(1 +M)(1 +M −∆)





In the last step, we used the Taylor expansion of the right-hand side around zero. If the
network activation converges to zero, the difference ∆ also converges to zero. In this case,
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we can use the first Taylor term of the right hand side of (39).
∆˙ ≈ −λ∆ + α+ β(1 +M)2 ∆
Note that any solution to (39) is strictly larger than the approximate solution, since the
higher-order Taylor terms are strictly positive. Given that α+β > λ, the difference between
the minimum and the maximum is increasing when M goes to zero. As a result, as long as
there is an initial positive difference between the maximum and the minimum, this difference
remains positive. More generally, the difference ∆ increases for M <
√
(α+ β)/λ − 1,
decreases for M >
√
(α+ β)/λ − 1, and is stationary otherwise. Given that the maximal
activation is at least as large as the difference between the minimum and the maximum, at
least one neuron thus maintains a positive activation.
Further,
√
(α+ β)/λ−1 is also a lower bound for M (that is, the maximal activation).
(39) shows that a stationary point (m0,M0) such that the difference between the maximum
and the minimum is stationary as well must satisfy
F (M0)− F (m0)
M0 −m0 =
λ
α+ β , (40)
Geometrically, the condition for such a stationary point amounts to saying that the function
F has a chord of slope
λ
α+ β (41)
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defined by its values over the points m0 and M0. Notice that the derivative of F
F ′(y) = 1(1 + y)2
is strictly decreasing, i.e. F is strictly concave, with F ′(0) = 1 and limy→∞ F ′(y) = 0.
Further, we assumed that λ/(α + β) < 1 (otherwise, the network would show exponential
decay). Hence, λ/(α + β) is between the values of F ′ at 0 and infinity, and a chord with




That is, we identify the argument for which F takes the critical slope that a stationary






Since F is concave, it follows that M0 lies to right of y0:
y0 < M0
Hence, if a stationary point (m0,M0) exists, y0 is a lower bound for M0.
In sum, we showed that (1) if neurons have different activations at some time, their
activations remain different; that (2) differences in activation do not converge to zero, which
implies that at least one neuron must remain active; and that, (3) if a stationary solution
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exists, we can identify a lower bound for the maximal activation.
Appendix E
The role of memory consolidation between input presentations
The simulations with sequential presentation in the main text presented one input after
the other, with no consolidation time between inputs. In this section, we describe results
of simulations where the network was allowed to settle to a steady-state activity pattern
after each input presentation. Specifically, the inputs were presented one-by-one, as in the
sequential presentation regime above. After each input presentation, however, the network
was given 45 time steps to find a steady-state activation.
As shown in Figures E1, E2, and F1, the results are very similar to the sequential
results reported above, except that the network performance appears more step-wise and
shows oscillatory behavior.
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Figure E1 . Network results for sequential presentation of the memory items where the
network was allowed to consolidate memories after the presentation of each item, for three
different levels of inhibition (low, β = .01, solid blue line; medium, β = .1, dashed green
line; high, β = .15, dotted red line). The proportion of correct responses is the complement
of the Hamming distance between the input and the steady-state activation at end of the
simulation. Simulations without noise (A, B). (A) The mean activation in the network
is a periodic function. (B) The proportion of correct activations is 1 up to Smax, and
then linearly decreases to zero in a step-wise fashion. (C,D). The simulation results in the
presence of noise are similar, except that they are smoother.
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Figure E2 . (Top) Number of active neurons at the end of the simulations. (Middle) Mean
activation in the active neurons at the end of the simulations. (Bottom) Average activation
in the most recent (Smax-1)/2 target neurons compared to a random subset of (Smax-1)/2
target neurons presented earlier during the input. When the network is given 45 cycles to
find a steady-state after each input, there is steady activation for the last inputs, and zero
activation for the earlier inputs, though the network behavior becomes oscillatory. (Left)
Without noise. (Right). With noise.
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Appendix F
The role of network topology in a larger network
In the main simulations above, the network comprised only 70 neurons. As a result, with a
maximal set-size of 70, all neurons received external input.
To investigate how the sparsity of the input and the inhibitory interactions would
affect the simulation results, we repeated the simulations above with a network with 400
neurons, arranged on a 20× 20 grid. We varied the set-size from 1 to 70, and the maximal
distance within which inhibitory interactions took place from 1 to 19 (in terms of horizontal
and/or vertical steps). As mentioned above, the distance in which interacting neurons can
be reached is simply a measure of the number of effectively interacting neighbors.
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Figure F1 . Network results for sequential presentation of the memory items where the
network was allowed to consolidate memories after the presentation of each item. The
inhibition parameter is set to β = .15. The maximal distance is the maximal number of
(horizontal and/or vertical) steps on the grid in which mutually inhibiting neurons can
be reached. The proportion of correct responses is complement of the Hamming distance
between the input and the steady-state activation at end of the simulation. (A) Mean
network activation in the absence of noise. (B) Faithfulness in the absence of noise. (C)
Mean network activation in the presence of noise. (D) Faithfulness in the presence of noise.
When inhibition is allowed between neurons that are 2 or 3 steps apart, the network behavior
is similar to the fully connected situation.
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Figure F2 . Network results for sequential presentation of the memory items where one
memory item is presented after the other, in a network with 400 neurons arranged on
a 20 × 20 grid. The inhibition parameter is set to β = .15. The maximal distance is
the maximal number of (horizontal and/or vertical) steps on the grid in which mutually
inhibiting neurons can be reached. The proportion of correct responses is the complement
of the Hamming distance between the input and the steady-state activation at end of the
simulation. (A) Mean network activation in the absence of noise. (B) Faithfulness in the
absence of noise. (C) Mean network activation in the presence of noise. (D) Faithfulness in
the presence of noise.
The results are shown in Figure F2. When long-range inhibitory interactions are
allowed, the results are very similar to the main simulations reported above. That said,
Figures F2(B) and (D) show that the proportion of correct outputs remains at about 80%
even for large set-sizes and long-range inhibitory connections. However, this high value is
misleading, because the external input to at least 400 − 70 = 330 neurons was zero. As
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a result, even if all neurons in the network are inactive, the proportion of correct outputs
would still be at least 330/400 = .825. As shown in Figures F2(A) and (C), the average
network activation is very low for large set-sizes and long-range interactions. As a result,
the relatively high proportion of correct outputs simply reflects the sparsity of the external
input.
Appendix G
Gain control necessarily leads to a sigmoid response profile in a number comparison task
We will now show that there is simple mathematical reason for which performance in a
comparison task is necessarily a sigmoid function of the ratio of the comparison stimuli.
In a comparison between two stimuli x1 and x2 (with x2 > x1), the probability of
a correct decision is simply the probability that the internal representation of x2 (ξ2) is
greater than the internal representation of x1 (ξ1):




+ √2σ > 0
)
,
where K is the gain control scaling factor and  is Gaussian noise with a mean of zero




2 is due to the fact that we need to add
the variances of ξ1 and ξ2.)
As mentioned above, the scaling factor K will generally be proportional to x1.
x2−x1
K
becomes x2−x1αx1 and thus
1
α(R− 1), where α is the proportionality factor. The accuracy can
thus be expressed in terms of the ratio of the quantities and the noise level:















√2ασ < R− 1
)
This, however, is just an expression for the error function (scaled for a standard
deviation of
√
2ασ) and thus a sigmoid function.
